
 
 

 “The only thing worse than being blind is having sight but no vision”  Helen Keller 
 

A+ Science, a CRO run by its employees 
 
Our vision is to become the CRO best known for its unique and dedicated personnel with focus on 
customer satisfaction. To Earn Trust- Make Difference 
 
In our previous Newsletter of August we mentioned that A+ Science was expanding and recruiting. 
A+ Science is proud to announce that Emelie Andersson,   Andreas Jendeberg and Andreas Karnehed 
have joined the company.  
 

 
Emelie Andersson joins the company as Safety Associate. Emelie carries the 
degree of Masters in Medical Science and has worked as a researcher within 
Preclinical R&D – in vivo pharmacology. She has a broad experience within 
local and global literature search. 
 
“With a background in pre-clinical research, the pharmacovigilance field is all 
new to me. I find it exciting, stimulating and challenging. I am very happy to 
have become part of the A+ Science team, a very inspiring company with a 
big heart”, says Emelie Andersson. 
 
 
 
 
Andreas Jendeberg joins the company as Clinical Research Associate (CRA). 
Andreas is a pharmacist with experience from both the community 
pharmacies and the pharmaceutical industry. Andreas has worked as a 
Clinical Research Associate for the last couple of years, monitoring clinical 
studies throughout the Nordic Countries. 
 
“Already during my day 1 meeting at A+ Science, I sensed that this was a 
professional company with good working environment and close 
collaboration amongst the colleagues.  I can now confirm that my judgment 
was correct and I took a right decision to join the A+ Science team”, says 
Andreas Jendeberg. 
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Andreas Karnehed joins the company as Clinical Research 
Manager. Andreas has more than twelve years of 
experience from the pharmaceutical industry.  During the 
last eight years he has been working with clinical trials as 
Project Manager and Clinical Research Associate (CRA). He 
started his career in the pharmaceutical industry within the 
area of pharmacovigilance. He has worked with country 
project management of worldwide mega-trials within the 
cardiovascular area, as well as country project management 
within other therapeutic areas e.g. oncology, urology and 
women’s health. Andreas will strengthen the company’s in-house department for clinical trials. 

 
“I am very glad to join A+ Science since it is a relatively small Swedish company compared to the large 
worldwide pharmaceutical companies I have worked at previously. The company is also in a very 
interesting expanding stage and I am looking forward to the flexibility within the organisation and the  
opportunities that come along and also the short lines of communication and quick decision making 
processes”, says Andreas Karnehed. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 
 

 

  
 


